
Patterns
of

Earliest
Christianity

SPIRITUAL LIFE
IN THE
EARLY CHURCH
The Witness of Acts and Ephesians
BONNIE THURSTON

This book ideally meets the need of the fast-
growing field of biblical spirituality for an intro
ductory work on the practice of the New Testament
churches It should prove useful for students m basic
courses on biblical spirituality, for study groups, and
for individuals '—LINDA M MALONEY
S9 00 paper

CONFLICT AT ROME
Social Order and Hierarchy
in Early Christianity
JAMES S JEFFERS
A major contribution to the social history of early
Christianity, which shows how hierarchical Roman
Christianity evolved out of serious challenges to
church leadership enlightening and convinc-
ing —CARL A VOLZ 115 00 paper

CHRISTOLOGICAL CONTROVERSY
Translated and edited by RICHARD A NORRIS, JR
New translations of primary texts show the develop-
ment of Chnstology from its biblical roots to the
Council of Chalcedon in 451 This superior col-
lection of texts will be helpful in many classrooms
—MICHAEL SLUSSER 112 00 paper

MARRIAGE IN
THE EARLY CHURCH
Translated and edited by DAVID G HUNTER
Spanning the New Testament era through the sixth
century and both Greek and Latin writers, Hunter s
volume collects newly translated texts on marriage
and sexuality $10 00 paper

THE RISE OF
NORMATIVE

CHRISTIANITY
ARLANDJ HULTGREN
Hultgren contends that the various Gnostic inter-
pretations are mere alternatives to more traditional
interpretations of Jesus and his significance Con-
sequently, normative Christianity—a stream as
wide as the New Testament canon—forged a co-
herence between confession of faith and community
ethos that could endure and was the basis for later
orthodoxy $16 00 paper

PAGANISM AND CHRISTIANITY,
100-425 C.E.
A Sourcebook
Edited by RAMSAY MacMULLEN
and EUGENE N LANE
Nearly 175 documents with explanatory introduc-
tions—from saints, emperors, philosophers, satir-
ists, inscriptions, graffiti—reveal the matrix of
beliefs in which Christianity grew $15 00 paper

THE RISE OF CHRISTIANITY
W H C FREND
"This truly great work is an appropriate opus
magnum of a distinguished scholar a very
readable and balanced presentation that may well
become the standard reference work for
this period —JAMES S JEFFERS
Biola University

$27 00 paper ^ < £ P ' . , ^ \ , *
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CHANGING
THE SUBJECT
Women's Discourses
and Feminist Theology
MARY McCLINTOCK FULKERSON
Shifting the perspective from
"women's experience" to women's
decisive practices, Fulkerson offers
three sample readings of "eman-
cipatory discourses" from diverse
social locations—middle-class
Presbyterian women, Appalachian
Pentecostal women, and feminist
theologians themselves—that bet-
ter display the varity of ways in
which women are oppressed and
resistant. S18 00 paper

TRANSFIGURATIONS
Theology and the
French Feminists
C W. MAGGIE KIM,
SUSAN ST. VILLE and
SUSAN SIMONAITIS, Editors
Explores the challenging work of
this generation's most notable
French feminists. $15 00 paper

WHERE SILENCE
SPEAKS
Feminism, Social
Theory, and Religion
VICTORIA LEE ERICKSON
A brilliant proposal to reorient the
whole discipline around hearing
women's actual voices to create a
feminist social theory of religion
S16.00 paper

STATIONS OF
THE CROSS
A Latin Amerian
Pilgrimage
DOROTHEE SOELLE
".. .embodies the best of classical
theology, a clear grasp of our broad
social crisis, a lyrical quality of ex
pression and a determination to
keep faith linked to political reali-
ty"—WALTER BRUEGGE.MANN
S9.00 paper

WHEN
SILENCE
SPEAKS

Fortress
Women's
Studies

ESCAPE FROM
PARADISE
Evil and Tragedy in
Feminist Theology
KATHLEEN M SANDS
With a sure and profound grasp of
both the Christian tradition and the
postmodern situation, Sands faults
mainstream and feminist theolo
gies for failing to recognize the in-
escapably tragic character of life
Here is a strong and overt challenge
to theology as usual and a call to
theologians of all stripes to be ruth
lessly honest in their religious re
flections. $14.00 paper

THE BODY OF GOD
An Ecological Theology
SAME McFAGUE
"A breakthrough A wonderful
work, one that is likely to have an
impact comparable to Models of
Corf."—PETER C HODGSON
S13.00 paper

EN LA LUCHA /
IN THE STRUGGLE
An Hispanic Women's
Liberation Theology
ADA MARIA ISASI-DIAZ
Gathers Hispanic women's every
day religious experience, discerns
key themes, and returns them to
the theological community as
sources of enablement and enrich
ment SB.00 paper
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1ST PI

VIRTUOUS PASSIONS,
The Formation of Christian
Character, G. Simon Harak,
S.J. Works out a moral theo-
logical account of the sense of
the lightness and wrongness of
passions while exploring
Thomas Aquinas' Treatise on
the Passions and Ignatius of
Loyola's Spiritual Exercises.
Paper $11.95

BIOETHICS (4th Edition),
edited by Thomas A. Shannon.
A thoroughly up-to-date anthol-
ogy of the field of biomedlcal
ethics that draws on the major
scholars in the field to present
an overview of the key issues
facing health care profession-
als and consumers through the
course of the nineties.
Paper $24.95

\fatUQUS
passions
•A*-' »*TV Formation

2 W o f Chriti

PAULIST PRESS
997 Macarthur Blvd., Mahwah, N.J. 07430 1-201-825-7300
Available at your local bookstore
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Enriching the Theological Task

Elizabeth Schussler Fiorenza, Editor

SEARCHING THE SCRIPTURES
Vol. 1: A Feminist Introduction
The best scholarship from the United States
and around the world in contemporary
feminist biblical and historical studies.
'' Highly recommended.'' —Library Journal
S29.95

• Now in Paperback

Daniel C. Noel, Editor

PATHS TO THE POWER

OF MYTH
Joseph Campbell and
the Study of Religion
A compelling analysis of one of this
century's great teachers."—Spiritual Studies
Center Book News $12.95

John Sanford

MYSTICAL CHRISTIANITY
A Psychological Commentary
on the Gospel of John

Sanford opens a new door to the Gospel of
John and discovers a treasure-house rich in
symbolic language and psychological insight.
$24.95

• Now in Paperback

Avery Dulles

THE CRAFT OF THEOLOGY
From Symbol to System

Dulles illustrates how a "post-critical" the-
ology can draw on the riches of Scripture
and tradition as it reflects on the faith of
the Church in new contexts. 1993 Catholic
Book Award Winner—First Place: Theology
S14.95

Takeuchi Yoshinori, Editor and the
Staff of the Nanzan Institute for
Religion and Culture
BUDDHIST SPIRITUALITY
Vol. 1: India, Southeast
Asia, Tibet, China
The first of two volumes offers a comprehen-
sive introduction to the wealth of Buddhist
wisdom. 500 pages Illustrated $49 50

Serinity Young, Editor

SACRED WRITINGS BY

AND ABOUT WOMEN
A Universal Anthology
The first universal, comparative source-book
on women and religion including texts
expressive of women's spirituality. $40.00

At bookstores or call

1-8OO-937-5557

CROSSROAD
370 Lexington Avenue, New York, NY 10017
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